What would UPS be without the awesome people who inhabit it? Every one of us is an important part of the UPS community. Staff, students, friends, family, and faculty alike all form a picture that can be distinctly called our own. These are the people you see every day. These are the people who make you who you are, and help you become who you want to be. These are the people of UPS, and they are your family.
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Music House

The Music House is committed to the appreciation and promotion of Music in all forms!

Michael Volz, Evan Eckles, Stephen Young, Jeremy Tempkin

Japanese House

The Japanese House is one of the many language houses we have which has members who are interested in the Japanese language and culture.

Chinese House

The Chinese House has students interested in Chinese Language and Culture
The Coffee House

The coffeehouse is a place where yummy café drinks and thoughts brew in tandem, steeped in curiosity about the arts-literature, poetry, and exploring the international phenomenon that is 'the coffeehouse.'

Hallie Bateman, Sara Wilbur, Alyssa Thelen, Claire Ladner

The Spanish House

The Spanish House has students interested in French language and culture

Earth Friendly Gourmet House

We love to cook, we love to eat, and we want to help the environment.

Laura Wisdom, Mei-Lani Bixby, Natalie Schwartz, and Kelsie Hermens

Not pictured: Abigail Phillips
Track and Cross Country House

The Track and Cross Country House promotes a healthy lifestyle through running and other running related activities.

Cameron Butler, Casey Wall, Robert Snowden, Patrick Graham, Jesse Baldridge, Francis Reynolds

The French House

The dedicated members of the French house include Helen Shears, Elizabeth Hughes, Amber Catford-Robinson and Justine McDaniel

The Muses

The Muses is a house of women who inspire music.

Jasmine Herrick, Angelina Nockai, Kate Abel, Katie Breen, Melissa Lettis, Nat Bowens
The Dugout

The Dugout is the house where athletes and sports enthusiasts can come together and enjoy an appreciation for a variety of sporting events.

Jessica Erickson, Jessie Keller-Holbrook, Stephen Reller

Outhaus

Outhaus is a group of outdoor enthusiasts who attempt to promote a love of nature and all the adventure the great outdoors has to offer.

Andrew Sheridan, Peter Bittner, Alyssa Renosto, Alyx Tilly, Ryne Olson

Foreign Languages and Culture House

The FLAC house has first year students interested in living with other students who have either studied foreign languages in school or in study abroad programs who are interested in this field of study.
From philanthropies to Greek-run events, it was a busy year for the women on Union Avenue. During this fall's Greek Week, Pi Beta Phi edged out philanthropy through their annual the other competitors and came out in first place. However, it was Gamma Phi Beta who brought out their competitive side during Sigma Chi's Derby Days events, surpassing the three other houses and claiming the title of Derby Days Champion for the second year in a raise money and canned food to help homeless families in Tacoma during Thanksgiving.

This year, Kappa Alpha Theta participated in a 5K marathon to support their philanthropy, CASA, while Pi Beta Phi raised money for their Arrospike volleyball tournament. Alpha Phi's events included a soccer tournament as well as their traditional Red Dress Gala. Additionally, Gamma Phi Beta hosted the second annual Turkey Bowl, a flag football event to raise money and canned food to help

The ladies of Pi Beta Phi show off their goofy side during a greek week event.

This year Kappa Alpha Theta was recognized as the sorority of the year by Puget Sound, and these Theta's in particular were recognized during the Campus Leadership Awards.

The women of Theta pause for a brief moment, as they prepare to start their 5K run.
The women of Gamma Phi Beta show off their letters after winning the final Derby Days event.

Pi Beta Phi displays their letters during a Greek Week event.

Gamma Phi's braved the cloudy, cold, and rainy weather during the Greek Olympics.

With their hot pink letters and bright blue hoodies, the Alpha Phi's showed their Greek spirit during Greek Week.

For one sisterhood even, the women of Alpha Phi spent an evening rollerskating.
The three fraternities here on campus had a busy year. With Sigma Nu gone, Phi Delta Theta had a good year and sponsored Waffle-Off, raising money for Lou Gehrig’s disease. Sigma Chi helped set up the Puget Sound AIDS Walk, and Beta participated in the SAMA foundation marathon, as well as successfully meeting the sanctions to keep their house. They look forward to another exciting year.

Above: beta gets excited for their new members

Beta poses for a family portrait

Rush events

gokarts

Phi Delt

Phi Delta Theta
Above: Sorority girls cheer fervently for the fraternities new members at crossover, an over-the-top event where pledges choose their house of preference.

Below: No comment
Art Department

Music Department

Occupational Therapy Department
Math Department

Business Leadership Department

Psychology Department
Remember the overwhelming display of clubs and groups at Logjam? **Here is a chance** to look at what they have been doing all year! These student groups work on addressing many issues and interests. Clubs don't limit themselves to activities on campus, you will find Puget Sound students reaching out into the community as well as becoming involved in international issues. Clubs form close groups of friends with similar interests and bring new experiences to students.
As we ride into a new school year, the former members of our student government take their new paths as well. With that, we receive a whole group of promising new members ready to show their dedication and determination.

Dan Miller - ASUPS President
Alex Lewis - ASUPS Vice President
Chloe Horner - ASUPS Director of Business Services
Katie Rader - ASUPS Director of Public Relations
Josh Pelz - ASUPS Director of Technology Services
Joe Granville - ASUPS Assistant Director of Technology Services
Savannah LaFerriere - Senator at Large
Zach Kotel - Senator at Large
Summer Nazer - Senior Senator, Senate Chair
Kira Gerrits - University Residence House Senator
Brian Tangren - Residence Hall Senator
Erin Jamroz - Sophomore Senator
Jorden Greiner - Greek Senator
Adam Guzek - Senator at Large
Karlen Rothenbueeler - Junior Senator
Brendan Witt - Senator at Large
Jordan Lane - Senior Senator
KUPS  music  the radio station  90.1 FM
your soundtrack

Our radio station at Puget Sound has snowballed over the years into one of the greatest influences on campus. KUPS has won several awards since it opened its doors in 1968. In addition to reaching number 9 on the Princeton Review's Top Ten Best College Radio Stations in the Country. This year, KUPS won the MTVU Woodie Award for best college radio station. With the support of a core staff and many student volunteer DJs, our radio is broadcast on the air 24/7. They broadcast all over Tacoma as well as online, and sponsor events across campus and in the community.

The Trail  journalism  the newspaper
breaking news  stay informed

The Trail is Puget Sound's official newspaper. Under the Editor-In-Chief this year, Merissa Moeller, the Trail covers all pertinent news from campus events and local updates to national and global news. In addition to these important articles, the Trail is also home to the classic "Hey You" section: an anonymous shoutout board to anyone and everyone in the know.

Praxis Imago  the film club
movies  on-screen magic  colorful characters

Praxis Imago is run this year by co-presidents Geoff Bokaniewicz and Hallie Bateman. Our film club wants to get students thinking and push the limits of filmmaking. Students are encouraged to film, edit, and present their very own films through the club's special events and festivals. One such event this year, The Outrageous Octopus, pits student-made films with a common theme against one other for a chance to win an award.
Tamanawas
memories
the yearbook
good times
it’s all coming back

Tamanawas is what you hold in your hands; a year of work and love is poured into every yearbook at Puget Sound. With a fresh new style under the direction of Editor-In-Chief Maria Montzka, the 2009-2010 issue is focusing on conservation and nature. Tamanawas turns the spotlight on the lives of the students and staff who make UPS such a great place to be. The arts, athletics, and academics are all given a chance to share everything that has happened over the course of the year.

Crosscurrents
culture
the art and literary magazine
express yourself

Crosscurrents, our art and literary magazine, features a grand collection of student paintings, drawings, poetry, short stories, photographs, drawings, and music. The magazine goes through a long and demanding submission and selection process to gather and compose the material for each issue. Crosscurrents is spearheaded this year by editor Greta Lindquist.

Photo Services
pictures
the photographers
snapshots
say cheese!

Photo Services is the organization run by Grace Dyer and Andrew Sheridan that provides many of the great pictures you see used in The Trail, Tamanawas, our website, and almost anywhere photographs are needed. They are a vital part of documenting campus events and sporting events.
Biology Club

Top Row: Robert Snowden, Tanya Rogers, Lan Luong
Middle row: Zach Small, Willie Parrett, Ashleigh Boyd, Rachel Siegel
Bottom row: Ned Sherry, Ida Poberezofsky, Brittany Balbag, Chantal Olsen

Geology Club

Middle Row: Tracy Amunsen, Marjie Lodwick, Ashleigh Boyd,
Bottom Row: Lisa Kant, Luch Kruesel, Christine Chan, Gia Datt and Monica Hanson

Puget Sound Nerf Squad

Top Row: Matt Adelson
Middle Row: Jeff Tuttle, Josh Schmidtlein, Bert Weeks
Bottom Row: Miguel Rovira, Kyle Egerdal, Laura Yonamine
Kids Can Do!

Bottom Row: Caitlin Odell, Kryste Vasquez, Nicole Logan, and Katie Stock

Puget Sound Sailing

Top Row: Matt Clevenger and John Elam
Middle Row: David Eva, Colin Thompson, Katharine Weiss, Rachel Willis, Annin Ramsing, Josephine Miller, Luisa Kennefick
Bottom Row: Ali Ross, Laura Yonamine, Liza Holz, Ellen Ytterberg, Ashley Kardian

Puget Sound Rugby

Top Row: Gordon Bagley, Bryce Rogers, Doug Wiest, Josh Bagby, Gavin Beaudry
Bottom Row: Kyle Purdy, Robert Perez, Cole McIlvaine, Levi Johnson, Colby Accacian, Sam Wolf
Christian Fellowship

The University of Puget Sound’s Christian Fellowship

Fencing Club

Liana Bruggemaan, Joe Granville, Lydia Kleine, Mark Mattson, Charles Nguyen, Alyssa Raymond, Erin Salthouse, Nick Schwarzenberger, Nic Van Putten, Tamara Logsdon, Ryan Servi

Puget Sound Outdoors

Puget Sound Outdoors, or PSO is a large group of students dedicated to helping students get into the outdoors! PSO provide transportation, group equipment, specialty equipment (like snowshoes, cross-country ski, or wetsuits) and organization for trips. PSO also provides trainings throughout the year for students interested in becoming certified to lead trips.
International Club

Elizabeth Mintz, Ancla Akec, Alina Gratschner, Nathaniel Meskel, Kristi Visser

Black Student Union

Leith Blocker, Brittanay Hunter, Ayanna Drakos, Kyretn

Psi Chi & Psychology Club

Front Row: Stephanie Baugh, Eleanor Croce, and Amanda Hue

Jack Row: Alex Carracino, Lisa FortLouis Wood (Advisor)
Business Leadership Program


Kayak Club

Logan, Gordon, Chris, Brian, Sarah, Kelsey, Lindsay, Dave, Katie John, Leif, Luke, Chris, Curtis, Bart, Lilly, Karen, Catie, Dan, Titus, Kate, Ray, Adrianne, Clay, Jordan, Micah, Brooke, Carissa Becca, Maurice

Permaculture Club

John Roberts, Kelly Heusinkveld, Micaela Cooely, Audrey Butler, Katie Scrivner, Lucy Kruesel, Christian Brink, Julie Moulton, an Franny Gilman
Phi Eta Sigma

The University of Puget Sound's chapter of Phi Eta Sigma is a dedicated group of students involved in volunteer and community service projects. The executive members include, Alex Titus, Britany Balbag, Dani Rosengrants, Elayna Zammarelli, Erin Griffiths, Hope Shaffer, Helen Shears, Jessica Spevak, Laura Coe, Melanie Reiff, JinHee Lee, Shelby Taylor and Tiana Fernandez.

Physics Club

Richard Forte, Joe Granville, Alex Lemons, Kyle Wenholz, Nathan Wang, Dana Maijala, rooke Peaden

Mortarboard Club

The University of Puget Sound's Mortar Board Chapter is proud to be part of one of the nation's largest and most highly esteemed junior honor societies. The 2009-2010 Mortar Board club has participated in service projects both on and off campus including Hunger Awareness Week, fundraising, book drives, Puget Creek restoration, and other service projects.
Regional Dance Group

Counseling, Health & Wellness Services

The Expeditionary
**Voices of Planned Parenthood**

Back row: Liz Bird, MacKenzie Fuentes, Kenzie Huth, Jane King, Kelly Berquist
Front row: Sara Adkins, Jake Fuhrman, Jeanne Stevens
Not pictured: Emily Goldring

---

**Vagina Anti-Violence Association**

Top Row: Michelle Barreto, Phoebe Smith, Laurel Alyn-forest, Caitlin Bovard, Margaret Johnson, Jaime Fletcher, Meghan Schoenfelder, Brooke Yokoyama.
Bottom Row: Savannah Hutton, Caira Ortiz, Toni Stinnett, Erin Ward, Carolin Henry, Emily Chen and Kenzie Huth

---

**Native American Student Association**

Top Row: Joan Ilacqua, Kendra Iriangan
Bottom Row: Maggie Karl, Layla Logsdon, Louise Blake, Riley Gabriel
Lighthouse

Top Row: Margaret Johnson, Kara Widergren, Lyanna Diaz, Liz Hirschl, Lindsey Parden, Alaina Osborn
Second Row: Tad Monroe, Sparky Sweedo, Alison Ross, Tiana Fernandez, Rachel Hiscox, Rosemary Dinkins, Helen Shears, Jakie Roth
Third Row: Whitney Bautista, Audra de Laveaga, Robert Thomas, Jessica Harris, Tim Rogers, Kevin Vuss, Chet Baughman, Brynn Wcagraff
Bottom Row: Rachel Mestnik, Spencer Crace, Xandra Scott

B-GLAD

Top Row: Jeanne Stevens, Michael Enrique Vargas, Emily Rader, Jason Rison, David Lev, Colin Behl, Amy Jones, and Liam Parker.
Middle Row: Cassie Marshall, Jacob Fuhrman, Robert Niese, Jillanna Nuske, Marta Palmquist, and Ruby Kelly.
Bottom Row: Donn Marshall

Hui-O-Hawai‘i

Top Row: James Ribellia, Kelcy Higa, Vanessa Corwin, Chelsea Tsuchida, Matt Endo, Eric Tatsumo
Second Row: Ryan Taniguchi, Chris Shaw, Courtney Kandler, Kawika Huston, Carolyn Takata, Jarvis Nohara, Elyse Rosen, Stacie Kamitaki, Jessie Hollbrook, Cody Black, Hiroki Tokutama, Bert Weeks, Trent Miyashiro, Stefan Johansson, Christian Zuckerman
Third Row: Elisabeth Yeung, Mart Elm, Leigh Sumida, Jessica Otaguro, Chris Marsh, Scott Segawa
Bottom Row: Misha Jones
Men's Lacrosse

Bahai

Elements Club

Dana Maijala, Robert Niese, Tanya Rogers
United Methodists

Juliana Bertin, Adriana Flores, Amanda Nicol, Nico Romeijn-Stout, Kylie Sertic, Kate Simeon, Micah Coleman Campbell

Exercise Science Club

Elizabeth MacAfee, Melissa Abellanida, Alyx Buffum, Erica French, Marshall Hiller, Christine Isabella, Micah Marter, Rachel Mendelsohn, Nathaniel Meskel, Carolyn Moore, Jason Powell, Mary Redmon, Miguel Rovira, Shai Sewell, Sean Swift, Jeff Tuttle, Maxwell Vincent, Kevin Wright

Knitting Club